Department of Computer Engineering, Boğaziçi University.
Software Engineering MS Program: Questionnaire for Applicants
1

Your first name and lastname :

2

Your e-mail address :

3

Your daytime telephone number:
Your mobile telephone number:
Are you already employed? If yes,
- name and address of company/organization
you work for :
- your job function/title :

4

5

6
7
8

9

University/department where you received
your BS/BA degree, your graduation GPA
(Grade Point Avg), your graduation month and
year:
Your approximate rank in your BS graduating
class ? (e.g. 5th out of 45 graduating students)
Your ALES Sayısal (or GRE) scores :
Your ALES rank:
Bogazici U. Proficiency Exam (BUEPT) result
or TOEFL or IELTS scores, if any :
Specify the code and title of courses, equivalent
to SWE remedial courses below, you have
already completed successfully:
- SWE 501 Intro.Object Oriented Programming
- SWE 510 Data Structures & Algorithms
- SWE 514 Computer Systems
- SWE 521 Database Systems
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11
12
13
14

15

16

-Title of your BS graduation project, if any?
-Name of the advisor of your BS graduation
project, if any ?
How many years/months of experience in
software development ?
Which programming languages are you
familiar with ? Please circle or highlight in red.

C, C++, C#, Java, PHP, Python, Pascal
OTHER ? Please fill in:_____________________________

Are you currently a BS or MS student
elsewhere? If yes, where?
Which other MS programs are you applying to
at Boğaziçi University or at other universities?
(e.g. Computer Eng. Dept., METU)
Why do you want to study in the Software
Engineering MS Program at Bogazici
University?

17

Any special achievements that we should know
about? (e.g. I was the world chess champion in
2000, etc.)
Any other comments

16

Date and your signature

Note: After you fill out the form, please email the soft copy to swe@cmpe.boun.edu.tr and bring the signed copy in paper form to the interview.
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